WATERCOLOR PORTRAIT CLASSES

Please buy Artist grade colors, not student grade – (Not Winsor Newton Cotman colors or Grumbacher Academy) – you will easily be able to tell the difference by the price.

**Paints**
- Cadmium Red Light
- Permanent Rose
- Alizarin Crimson
- Perylene Maroon (optional for backgrounds and clothing)
- Hansa Yellow
- Cadmium Yellow Light
- Cadmium Yellow
- French Ultramarine Blue or Ultramarine Blue
- Cerulean Blue
- Cobalt Blue
- Cobalt Teal or Turquoise (optional for backgrounds and clothing)
- Mineral Violet (optional for skin tones)
- Hookers Green (optional for backgrounds and clothing)
- Sap Green (optional for skin tones)
- Burnt Sienna - (buy Winsor Newton brand if you can)
- Raw Sienna - (buy Winsor Newton brand if you can)
- White gouache or Chinese White (optional but useful)

**Brushes**
- # 8 and # 6 round watercolor brushes (sable or synthetic)
- 1/2” and 1” flat wash brush

**Paper**
- Fabriano Artistico Watercolor Paper, 140lb weight Cold Press, OR Arches 140lb weight Cold Press Watercolor Paper - either pads, blocks or sheets, approx. 9”X12” - at least 6 sheets OR 300lb weight Cold Press paper (optional)

**Sundries**
- White plastic Factis eraser (red paper cover) or Moo or Vanish brand eraser
- 2b pencil (2) and sharpener OR mechanical pencil (Pentel Twist-Erase (.05 Lead size) has a retractable eraser attached)
- Masking fluid - either in bottle (Pebeo), (You will also need a small cheap brush if you use the bottle type – ‘Snap’ brush #4 from Art Central works well for applying the masking fluid)
- White palette for mixing colors, (I use the John Pike palette)
- Water container - (clear plastic container works well for this)
- Masking tape for delicate surfaces (from the hardware store)
- Tissues (without lanolin)
- Small cellulose sponge (Kitchen sponge)
- Tracing paper – optional but useful for more complicated drawings.
- Transfer paper - Saral Graphite – optional but useful for more complicated drawings

**Art supplies are all available at Art Central on Monterey Street, SLO or online from any of these art supply stores**
- aswexpress.com
- dickblick.com
- jerrysartarama.com
- danielsmith.com
- cheapjoe’s.com